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Abstract—We consider a distributed compressed sensing sce-
nario where many sensors measure correlated sparse signals and
the sensors are connected through a network. Correlation be-
tween sparse signals is modeled by a partial common support-set.
For such a scenario, the main objective of this paper is to develop
a greedy pursuit algorithm. We develop a distributed parallel
pursuit (DIPP) algorithm based on exchange of information about
estimated support-sets at sensors. The exchange of information
helps to improve estimation of the partial common support-set,
that in turn helps to gradually improve estimation of support-
sets in all sensors, leading to a better quality reconstruction
performance. We provide restricted isometry property (RIP)
based theoretical analysis on the algorithm’s convergence and
reconstruction performance. Under certain theoretical require-
ments on the quality of information exchange over network
and RIP parameters of sensor nodes, we show that the DIPP
algorithm converges to a performance level that depends on a
scaled additive measurement noise power (convergence in theory)
where the scaling coefficient is a function of RIP parameters and
information processing quality parameters. Using simulations,
we show practical reconstruction performance of DIPP vis-a-
vis amount of undersampling, signal-to-measurement-noise ratios
and network-connectivity conditions.
Index Terms—Compressed sensing, restricted isometry prop-
erty, distributed estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compressed sensing (CS) [2], [3] refers to a class of under-sampling problems, where the sampled (or measured)
data is inherently sparse. A standard CS problem typically
considers a single-sensor scenario, where the main task is re-
construction of a large-dimensional signal-vector from a small-
dimensional measurement-vector by using a-priori knowledge
that the signal is sparse in a known domain. Several CS recon-
struction algorithms have been developed in the literature, for
example convex optimization- [4], [5] and Bayesian- [6], [7]
algorithms. An important class of reconstruction algorithms is
the greedy pursuits (GP) which are popular to use for large CS
problems due to a good trade-off between computational com-
plexity and reconstruction performance. From a measurement
vector, the GP algorithms use simple linear algebraic tools to
estimate the underlying support-set of the sparse signal-vector
followed by estimating associated signal values on the support-
set. Here we mention that a good support-set estimation
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is an important engineering aspect for the GP algorithms.
Considering support-set estimation strategy, GP algorithms can
be categorized in two broad classes: sequential and parallel.
Sequential strategy estimates a support-set by finding elements
of the support-set one-by-one over iterations. On the other
hand, parallel strategy estimates all elements of a support-
set simultaneously in an iteration, but improves the support-
set estimate over iterations. For example, the sequential types
include matching pursuit [8], orthogonal matching pursuit
(OMP) [9], and their algorithmic variations [10], [11], [12],
[13]. On the other hand, parallel types include CoSaMP [14],
subspace pursuit (SP) [15] and their algorithmic variations
[16]. For any CS reconstruction algorithm (convex optimiza-
tion and GP), providing theoretical reconstruction guarantees
with relevant system requirements is a desired feature. CS for
a single-sensor scenario including dynamic CS [17], [18], [19]
has been substantially investigated in literature.
In this paper, we consider a distributed (or de-centralized)
CS (DCS) problem where many sensors measure correlated
sparse signals and the sensors are connected via a network. The
task in a DCS problem is reconstruction of correlated signals
from the measurements collected in all sensor nodes. DCS has
a wide range of application areas, for example, distributed sen-
sor perception [20] and distributed spectrum estimation [21],
[22], [23], [24]. Algorithms for the DCS problem can be
developed either in a central manner (by a fusion center) or
distributed manner. There are many centralized solutions, for
example [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30] where measurements
from all sensor nodes are collected in a central node and then
the correlated sparse signals are reconstructed in the central
node. On the other hand, there are distributed algorithms where
relevant information about correlations is exchanged over
network and each sensor node reconstructs its own measured
signal. Exchange of correlation information helps to improve
quality of reconstruction in each sensor node. A distributed
algorithm is of high interest and we refer to such algorithms
as DCS algorithms. DCS algorithms can be developed based on
two principles: convex and GP. There is a tangible effort in the
literature [4], [22], [21], [23] to develop convex optimization
based DCS algorithms with theoretically proven convergence.
The analytical tractability is due to use of convexity via
implementation of distributed convex algorithms. For example,
the work of [4] considered that a large measurement matrix in
CS is divided into many senors measuring one single source
and the proposed algorithm is a distributed implementation
of alternating-direction-method-of-multipliers (ADMM) [31].
On the other hand, we note a limited endeavor to develop DCS
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algorithms based on GP principles. In this regard, our earlier
attempts are in [32], [33], [34] and some attempts by others
are in [35], [36]. Most of these earlier attempts (including
all our earlier attempts) were made for designing algorithms
that can provide a reasonable practical performance, but lacks
theoretical guarantees on reconstruction performance. The rel-
evant questions are: (a) what are system and signal properties
so that a distributed algorithm converges, and (b) what is the
quality of reconstruction performance at convergence? In fact,
to the best of authors’ knowledge, no significant theoretical
results are available in current literature for DCS algorithms
based on GP principles. Naturally the limited endeavor may
be attributed to the lack of analytical tractability.
We develop a new DCS algorithm based on GP principles
that provide a good practical performance and have theoret-
ical reconstruction guarantees. Noting the important role of
support-set estimation in GP, sensor nodes exchange support
set information over a network. For a signal model, we use
the recent mixed support-set signal model of [33], [34] that
considers correlation over support-sets of all underlying sparse
signals in a DCS problem. The correlation is incorporated
via existence of a partial common (or joint) support-set; the
common support-set is a subset of all individual supports of
all sparse signals. Using the mixed support set model and
appropriate assumptions about system setup, our contributions
in this paper are:
• Development of a distributed GP algorithm.
• Analytical study of performance in the sense of provable
reconstruction guarantees and convergence.
The new DCS algorithm is referred to as distributed parallel
pursuit (DIPP) and it comprises of two main parts: data fusion
and local CS reconstruction. The task of the fusion is to
provide an estimation of the correlation (i.e., estimation of
the common support-set) which in turn helps to improve
quality of the local CS reconstruction. For fusion, we use
a democratic voting strategy. Typically a decision in vot-
ing strategy is made by majority counting (which may be
considered a hard decision based approach), but the use of
voting is motivated by simplicity and good performance to
estimate the common support-set1. The local CS reconstruction
algorithm use the output from the fusion as side information
to improve reconstruction performance. Based on the parallel
pursuit algorithm SP of [15], we design a new algorithm that
can use the side information. The new algorithm is called SIPP
(parallel pursuit with side information) and it is used as the
local CS re-constructor. While we develop SIPP by extending
SP, we could have used other parallel pursuit algorithms such
as CoSaMP [14] instead of SP. The choice of parallel pursuit
is due to algorithmic ease of incorporating side information
and analytical tractability2.
DIPP works iteratively, where it improves the estimation
of correlation by exchanging relevant information over the
1We mention that a soft decision based approach does not suit well to
estimate common support-set in our distributed setup where information about
estimated support-sets for sensor nodes is exchanged over network.
2In our distributed CS setup we have found that the use of serial pur-
suit algorithms (such as OMP) comes with significant hurdles in analytical
tractability and hence we do not explore serial pursuit algorithms in this paper.
network. Analysis of DIPP is non-trivial. In the literature, for
analysis of CS algorithms (or in general sparse representation
problems), worst case analysis tools such as mutual-coherence
and restricted-isometry-property (RIP) have been used [37].
The RIP was introduced in [38] for analysis of convex opti-
mization based CS algorithms and later used significantly for
analyzing GP algorithms, such as SP [15]. Instead of worst
case approaches, average case analysis approaches such as
replica method tools from statistical physics field [39] have
been used for convex optimization based CS algorithms [40],
[41], [42], but there is no precedence to use them for analyzing
GP algorithms due to analytical intractability. Further, in worst
case analysis tools, RIP is found to offer more analytical
tractability than mutual-coherence and is recently in more use,
such as analysis of OMP [43], model based CS [44] and fusion
framework where several CS algorithms are used jointly [45],
[46]. Therefore we decide to use RIP to analyze DIPP. We
show – under certain theoretical requirements on the quality
of information processing over network and RIP parameters
of sensor nodes – that the DIPP algorithm converges to a
performance level (convergence in theory). At convergence,
the performance level is a scaled additive measurement noise
power where the scaling coefficient is a function of RIP pa-
rameters and information processing quality parameters. That
means, under those theoretical requirements, the algorithm
provides exact reconstruction if the measurement noise is
absent. In practice, the algorithm iterates until the quality of
correlation estimation saturates (convergence in practice) – this
happens when further information exchange does not help
to improve reconstruction performance. Using simulations,
we show how practical reconstruction performance of DIPP
behaves with respect to change in number of measurements,
signal-to-measurement-noise ratios and network-connectivity
conditions.
The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows.
In section II, we formally define the DCS problem, the signal
model and network models. Section III deals with developing
DIPP. In section IV, we derive performance bounds and recon-
struction guarantees for DIPP. Lastly, in section V, we perform
practical evaluation of the DIPP algorithm by simulations.
A. Notations and Preliminaries
For enumerating sensor-nodes in the DCS setup, we will
reserve sub-indices ‘p’, ‘q’ and ‘r’. However, to keep the
paper clean from notational clutter, we will only use these
sub-indices when it is necessary for the discussion. We reserve
sub-indices ‘l’ and ‘k’ for denoting iteration counter in inner-
and outer loops, respectively. Typically, ‘l’ associates with the
iteration counter of SIPP and ‘k’ associates with DIPP.
Calligraphic letters are used for sets; in particular T , J and
I denote support-sets while L is a set of sensor nodes. We
denote the full support set, Ω , {1, 2, . . . , N}. Using Ω, we
define the complement T c , Ω \ T . If an algorithm at node p
estimates the support-set, this estimate is denoted by Tˆp. xT
may refer to two things; either xT may be the non-zero sub-
vector of x (i.e., xT = {xi : i ∈ T }), or xT may be a zero-
padded signal, where x ∈ RN , xT 6= 0 and xT c = 0. Which
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one of these referred to will be clear from the context. When
nothing else is stated the norm used is by default the induced
ℓ2-norm (i.e., spectral norm) ‖ · ‖ , ‖ · ‖2. We define the
pseudo-inverse for a matrix A as A† , (A∗A)−1A∗ (where
full column rank is assumed) .
We now introduce some existing definitions and results for
the standard CS setup, that we will later use for the DCS setup.
In standard single-sensor CS:
y = Ax+ e, (1)
where x ∈ RN is a sparse signal, y ∈ RM is a measurement
vector, A ∈ RM×N is a measurement matrix and e ∈ RM is
a measurement noise, and M < N .
Definition 1 (RIP: Restricted Isometry Property [38]): A
matrix A satisfies the RIP with Restricted Isometry Constant
(RIC) δT if
(1− δT )‖x‖2 ≤ ‖Ax‖2 ≤ (1 + δT )‖x‖2 (2)
holds for all T -sparse vectors x where 0 ≤ δT < 1.
Proposition 1 (Proposition 3.1 in [14]): Suppose A has
RIC δT . Let T be a set of T indices or fewer. Then
‖A∗T y‖ ≤
√
1 + δT ‖y‖ , (3a)∥∥∥A†T y∥∥∥ ≤ 1√1− δT ‖y‖ , (3b)
(1− δT ) ‖x‖ ≤ ‖A∗TAT x‖ ≤ (1 + δT ) ‖x‖ , (3c)
1
1 + δT
‖x‖ ≤∥∥(A∗TAT )−1x∥∥ ≤ 11− δT ‖x‖ . (3d)
Here we mention that A∗T and A
†
T should be interpreted as
(AT )∗ and (AT )†.
Proposition 2 (Approximate Orthogonality): Proposition
3.2 in [14] . Suppose A has RIC δT . Let S and T be disjoint
sets of indices whose combined cardinality does not exceed
S + T . Then
‖A∗SAT ‖ ≤ δS+T . (4)
Corollary 1 (Corollary 3.3 in [14]): Suppose A has RIC
δT . Let T be a set of indices, and let x be a vector. Provided
that T ≥ |T ∪ supp(x)|,
‖A∗TAxT c‖ = ‖A∗TAT cxT c‖ ≤ δT ‖xT c‖. (5)
Lemma 1: For the setup (1), if Tˆ is the estimate of the
support-set of a signal x and xˆ is constructed by xˆTˆ ← A†Tˆ y,
xˆTˆ c ← 0, then the following relation holds:
‖x− xˆ‖ ≤ 1
1− δ3T ‖xTˆ c‖+
1√
1− δ3T
‖e‖. (6)
We also have that
‖xTˆ c‖ ≤ ‖x− xˆ‖. (7)
Proof: See appendix A.
1) Some Algorithmic Notations: For clarity in the algorith-
mic notations later, we define three algorithmic functions as
follows:
supp(x, k) , {the set of indices corresponding to
the k largest amplitude components of x},
and
vote1(s, T ) , {∀j ∈ T , perform sj = sj + 1},
where s = [s1 s2 . . . sN ] and sj ≥ 0. Lastly we define
res(y,A) , y −AA†y, (8)
for full column-rank matrices A.
II. DISTRIBUTED COMPRESSED SENSING SETUP
The DCS problem consists of several sensor nodes connected
through a network, where the underlying data collected at the
nodes are correlated. In this section we first describe the DCS
problem, then the correlation model and lastly we introduce
the network model.
A. Distributed Compressed Sensing
In DCS, the p’th sensor measures a signal xp ∈ RN
according to the following relation
yp = Apxp + ep, ∀p ∈ L, (9)
where yp ∈ RM is the measurement vector, Ap ∈ RM×N
is the measurement matrix, ep ∈ RM is the measurement
noise and L is a global set containing all nodes in the
network. Throughout this paper we use measurement matrices
Ap that have unit ℓ2-norm columns. This setup describes an
under-determined system, where M < N . Ap and ep are
independent both locally and across the network. The signal
vector xp = [xp(1) xp(2) . . . xp(N)] is T -sparse, meaning
it has T elements that are non-zero. The element-indices
corresponding to non-zero values are collected in the support-
set Tp, that means Tp = {i : xp(i) 6= 0} and |Tp| = T . Next
we discuss a relevant signal model that introduces correlation
between {xp}.
B. Correlation in Signals: Mixed Support-set Model
We introduce a mixed support-set signal model that brings
correlation in signals through their support-sets. This model
was previously presented in [30] and [33]. For the sparse signal
xp, the support-set Tp follows the construction
Tp = Ip ∪ Jp = Ip ∪ J , ∀p ∈ L. (10)
Here, the partial support-set Jp = J is joint (i.e., common)
to the support-sets of all sparse signals, leading to correla-
tion among signals {xp}. The other partial support-set Ip is
individual and does not correspond to any correlation.
Assumption 1: Denoting |Ip| = I and |J | = J , the
following assumptions are used throughout the paper:
1) Elements of support-sets are uniformly distributed.
2) Ip ∩ J = ∅, ∀p ∈ L.
3) Hence, T = I + J . 
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(a) C1 (b) C2 (c) C9
Fig. 1. Three different network topologies.
Additionally, we mention that no correlation between non-zero
signal values of xp is assumed. The DIPP estimates J by
cooperation (fusion) through relevant information exchange
over a network and gradually improve CS reconstruction
performance at each sensor.
We provide few examples of potential real life applications
for the mixed support-set model: (1) spectrum estimation -
where each node experiences large overlapping supports in the
spectrum [24], (2) multiple sensor image capturing - where
each node observes the same object from slightly different
angles [47], and (3) multiple sensor sound capturing [48].
Also for all the above scenarios and including the one-sensor
scenario, if a slowly varying signal is tracked over time
(dynamic CS [17], [18], [19]), the proposed mixed support-
set model may also apply.
C. Network Topology
In DCS, a sensor node is not aware of the full network
topology. Instead, any node knows two sets of local neighbors;
the incoming neighbor connections Lin
p
and outgoing neighbor
connections Lout
p
. Here incoming and outgoing connections
corresponds to communication links where a node can receive
or send information, respectively. In the paper, RIP based
theoretical analysis of DIPP algorithm does not require a
specific network topology (such as a bipartite graph used in
[4]) except the requirement that the given network is connected
and static. To observe practical performance of DIPP via
simulations we have considered two types of network: (a)
structured, and (b) random. Let us describe the first type
(structured network). Using the two sets Lin
p
and Lout
p
, consider
a number of nodes topologically arranged in a circle. By letting
each node forwardly connect to one other node (i.e., node p
get Lin
p
= {p−1} and Lout
p
= {p+1}), a circular topology can
be created; we refer to such network as a degree-one network
topology. Using ten nodes, we denote the degree-one network
by a connection-matrix C1, depicted in Fig. 1a. A degree-two
C2 network is shown in Fig. 1b and a degree-nine C9 network
is shown in Fig. 1c. We use this structured network topology
so that improvement in CS reconstruction performance of
DIPP vis-a-vis increase in network connection can be studied
in a controlled manner. Next, for the second type (random
network), we considered Watts-Strogatz network model [49]
that is claimed to have many practically relevant applications.
The Watts-Strogatz network model typically considers a large
number of nodes, and has two parameters q and p. Using these
parameters, first, every node gets connected to q neighbors
in a structural manner via bi-directional communication links.
DIPP
Fusion
Network
Tˆp
{Tˆq}Jˆp
Tp,si
yp,Ap, T
SIPP Loutp
Linpconsensusexpansion
Fig. 2. Distributed parallel pursuit (DIPP) and the network.
Then, every connection is rewired with probability p to another
node chosen uniformly at random.
III. DISTRIBUTED PARALLEL PURSUIT: ALGORITHM
Considering the importance of accurate support-set estima-
tion in GP algorithms, we endeavor to develop a distributed
GP by considering exchange (or communication) of support-
set information over the network. By fusing the support-
set information and providing the result as side information
to SIPP we develop the distributed parallel pursuit (DIPP)
algorithm. A block diagram of DIPP is shown in Fig. 2.
DIPP is executed in each node and it comprises of two main
parts: (1) a CS reconstruction algorithm - SIPP, and (2) fusion
of estimated support-sets. The fusion comprises of two sub-
algorithms: (a) a consensus strategy by voting, and (b) an
expansion strategy. All parts in DIPP are developed to bring a
suitable balance between practical engineering and analytical
tractability. With our objective of theoretical convergence, we
take a strategy in designing SIPP such that it has a proven
convergence and also can use a side information. As SIPP is
a part of DIPP, the convergence of SIPP helps to prove the
convergence of DIPP. Further, the consensus and expansion
sub-algorithms in the fusion block help to find relevant side
information in an efficient manner that leads to a better
practical performance and analytical tractability for DIPP. We
describe these algorithmic parts one-by-one in the following
subsections, and later analyze them in section IV.
A. SIPP: Parallel Pursuit with Side Information
The existing SP algorithm [15] is appropriately modified
to develop SIPP, described in algorithm 1. Compared to SP,
the modifications are: the supply of Tp,si as side information
satisfying |Tp,si| = T , and the addition of steps 6 to 10 for
using the side information to achieve a better local estimation
of xˆp and Tˆp. Note the step 7 where Tsi = Tp,si participates in
CS reconstruction of SIPP. As a stopping criterion, we can use
an upper limit of allowable iterations and/or violation of a non-
decreasing residual norm condition, that is if ‖rl‖ ≤ ‖rl−1‖
violates. Finally, note that if Tp,si = ∅ then x˜l = xˆl, and the
SIPP becomes identical to SP [15]. In step 5 of algorithm 1,
for notational clarity, we use the notation x˜U˜l , (x˜l)U˜l to
denote the coordinates of x˜l which are indexed by the set U˜l.
Similarly in step 8 we use the notation xˇUˇl , (xˇl)Uˇl to denote
the coordinates of xˇl which are indexed by the set Uˇl; the same
strategy for notation is also used in step 10 for xˆl.
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Algorithm 1 SIPP (parallel pursuit with side information):
Executed in the local node p
Input: yp, Ap, T , Tp,si
Initialization:
1: y ← yp, A← Ap, Tsi ← Tp,si
2: l ← 0, rl ← y, Tˆl ← ∅, xˆl ← 0
Intermediate variables:
1: x˜l ∈ RN , xˇl ∈ RN , xˆl ∈ RN
Iteration:
1: repeat
2: l ← l + 1 (Iteration counter)
3: T`l ← supp(A∗rl−1, T )
4: U˜l ← T`l ∪ Tˆl−1
5: x˜l ← 0; x˜U˜l ← A
†
U˜ly (Note: x˜U˜ cl = 0)
6: T´l ← supp(x˜l, T )
7: Uˇl ← T´l ∪ Tsi
8: xˇl ← 0; xˇUˇl ← A†Uˇly (Note: xˇUˇlc = 0)
9: Tˆl ← supp(xˇl, T )
10: xˆl ← 0; xˆTˆl ← A
†
Tˆly (Note xˆTˆ cl = 0)
11: rl ← y −Axˆl
12: until stopping criterion
Output: xˆp ← xˆl, Tˆp ← Tˆl, rp ← rl
In DIPP, after execution of SIPP, the support-set estimate Tˆp
is broadcasted over the network and later fused to estimate
common support-set Jp = J in each node.
B. Fusion
Our fusion strategy is presented in algorithm 2 that com-
prises of two sub-algorithms: consensus and expansion.
The p’th node has access to support-set estimates {Tˆq}q∈Lin
p
from neighbors, and the local estimate Tˆp and xˆp (provided
by the local SIPP algorithm). Based on this, the task of the
consensus algorithm is to estimate the common support-
set as Jˆp such that |Jˆp| ≤ T and the expansion expands
Jˆp to final output of fusion as the side-information Tp,si such
that |Tp,si| = T .
The consensus strategy is to choose those indices for
Jˆp that are present in support-sets of at least two incoming
neighboring nodes. Studying algorithm 2, the inputs are: a set
of estimated support-sets {Tˆq}q∈Lin from the neighbors, the
own estimated support-set Tˆp and signal xˆp, and the sparsity
level T . The estimate of Jˆp is formed (step 5) such that no
index in Jˆp has less than two votes (i.e., each index in Jˆp
is present in at least two support-sets from {{Tˆq}q∈Lin
p
, Tˆp})3.
If the number of indices with at least two votes exceed the
cardinality T , we pick the elements of Jˆp lexicographically.
Our assumption is that an index present in two nodes’ support-
set estimates has a high probability of being in the common
support J . The assumption is based on a standard democratic
voting principle where majority based decision is typically
3For node p, this is equivalent to let algorithm choose Jˆp as the union of
all pair-wise intersections of support-sets (see the analysis section IV-B for
details).
honoured. A natural question is why we use a voting based
consensus, but not a soft-decision based approach? The answer
lies in a practical and inherent engineering aspect that an
element of a support-set can be found in several estimated
support-sets, and the decision to include such an element to
be part of common support-set J can be efficiently done
by voting based consensus (a counting process and seeking
majority). On the other hand, a soft-decision based approach
require explicit design with optimality conditions.
Next, in the expansion sub-algorithm, the task is to
expand Jˆp to Tp,si such that |Tp,si| = T , which is later used
as a side information. Note that Iˆp ⊂ Tˆp = supp(xˆp) and
Tˆp \ Iˆp does not contribute to form Tp,si. Further note that
Jˆp ⊂ Tp,si, that means we trust Jˆp in an absolute manner.
It can be safely assumed that the estimation quality of Jˆp
increases with the increase in quality of information exchange
over network; for example, increase in network connectivity
results in more incoming neighbor connections indexed by Lin
p
,
which in turn leads to a better voting in consensus and a
better output of fusion Tp,si.
Algorithm 2 Fusion: Executed in the local node p
Fusion comprises of two sub-algorithms: consensus and
expansion
Input: {Tˆq}q∈Lin
p
, Tˆp, T , xˆp
Initialization: z← 0N×1
consensus sub-algorithm:
1: z← vote1(z, Tˆp) (p-th node’s estimate)
2: for each q ∈ Lin
p
do
3: z← vote1(z, Tˆq) (The neigbors’ estimates)
4: end for
5: Choose Jˆp s.t. (z(i) ≥ 2) ∀i ∈ Jˆp and |Jˆp| ≤ T
consensus output: Jˆp
expansion sub-algorithm:
1: (xˆp)Jˆp ← 0
2: Iˆp ← supp(xˆp, T − |Jˆp|)
expansion output: Tp,si ← Iˆp ∪ Jˆp (|Tp,si| = T )
Final output of fusion: Tp,si, Jˆp
C. DIPP: Distributed Parallel Pursuit
Using algorithm 1 and 2, we now develop the distributed
parallel pursuit (DIPP) presented in algorithm 3. Input to
algorithm 3 for the p’th node is the measurement signal
yp, the measurement matrix Ap, and sparsity T . Also algo-
rithm 3 knows Lin
p
and Lout
p
. We assume that some underlying
communication scheme provides for the transmit and receive
functionality. In the initialization phase, an iteration parameter
‘k’ is set to 0 and the SIPP algorithm is executed with Tp,si = ∅.
In the iterations, support-set estimates are exchanged over
the network (steps 3 and 4). For the k’th iteration, the
consensus algorithm produces an estimate of the common
support-set Jˆp,k (step 5). Then, the expansion (step 6) is
used to extend Jˆp,k, using Tˆp,k−1, to produce Tp,si,k. Tp,si,k
is then used as an input to SIPP for an updated estimation
of signal as xˆp,k and support-set Tˆp,k. As stopping criterion,
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Algorithm 3 Distributed parallel pursuit (DIPP)
Executed in the local node p
Input: yp, Ap, T , Linp , Loutp
Initialization: k ← 0, (xˆp,k, Tˆp,k, rp,k)← SIPP(yp,Ap, T, ∅)
Iteration:
1: repeat
2: k ← k + 1 (Iteration counter)
3: Transmit: Tˆp,k to all nodes p ∈ Loutp
4: Receive: Tˆq,k from all nodes q ∈ Linp
5: Jˆp,k ← consensus({Tˆq,k}q∈Lin
p
, Tˆp,k−1, T )
6: Tp,si,k ← expansion(Jˆp,k, xˆp,k−1, T )
7: (xˆp,k, Tˆp,k, rp,k)← SIPP(yp,Ap, T, Tp,si,k)
8: until stopping criterion
Output: xˆDIPP ← xˆp,k, TˆDIPP ← Tˆp,k
we can use an upper limit of iterations and/or violation
of non-decreasing residual norm condition (i.e., violation of
‖rp,k‖ ≤ ‖rp,k−1‖).
IV. DISTRIBUTED PARALLEL PURSUIT: ANALYSIS
In this section we will provide theoretical reconstruction
guarantees with corresponding system requirements for the
DIPP algorithm. We first analyze SIPP, consensus and
expansion separately, and then provide the analysis for
DIPP.
A. Analysis of SIPP
In this section, we will derive the reconstruction guarantee
of SIPP. As SIPP is executed in each node p, we drop the index
p to avoid a notational clutter. The reconstruction guarantee is
presented as a performance bound in proposition 4. To derive
the bound, we recursively apply a recurrence inequality which
is shown in proposition 3. The recurrence inequality describes
the change in reconstruction quality between iteration l and
l − 1. We first introduce following lemmas.
Lemma 2:
‖xTˆ c
l
‖ ≤ 1 + δ3T
1− δ3T ‖xUˇ cl ‖+
2√
1− δ3T
‖e‖
Proof: see appendix B.
Lemma 3:
‖xT´ c
l
‖ ≤ 1 + δ3T
1− δ3T ‖xU˜ cl ‖+
2√
1− δ3T
‖e‖
Proof: By studying algorithm 1, it is clear that the
functionality between steps 4 and 6 are the same as between
steps 7 and 9. Thus, by replacing Tˆl with T´l, Uˇl with U˜l and xˇl
with x˜l in the proof of lemma 2, we arrive at this inequality.
Lemma 4:
‖xU˜ c
l
‖ ≤ 2δ3T
(1− δ3T )2 ‖xTˆ cl−1‖+
2
√
1 + δ3T
1− δ3T ‖e‖
Proof: see appendix C.
Using these lemmas we are now ready to derive the recur-
rence inequality of SIPP.
Proposition 3 (Recurrence inequality of SIPP):
‖xTˆ c
l
‖ ≤ aSIPP‖xTˆ c
l−1
‖+ bSIPP‖xT c
si
‖+ cSIPP‖e‖,
where
aSIPP ,
δ3T (1 + δ3T )
2
(1 − δ3T )4 > 0
bSIPP ,
1 + δ3T
2(1− δ3T )> 0
cSIPP ,
4(1 + δ23T )
(1 − δ3T )3> 0.
Proof: To prove the recurrence inequality of SIPP, we ap-
ply inequalities tracing backwards for sub-parts of algorithm 1.
We will apply the inequalities in the following order:
1) Steps 9 to 7 by using lemma 2.
2) Steps 7 to 6 by forming a new inequality.
3) Steps 6 to 4 by using lemma 3.
4) Steps 4 (of iteration l) to 9 (of iteration l − 1) by using
lemma 4.
By combining ‖xUˇ c
l
‖ ≤ ‖xT´ c
l
‖ and ‖xUˇ c
l
‖ ≤ ‖xT c
si
‖, we can
write
‖xUˇ c
l
‖ ≤
‖xT´ c
l
‖+ ‖xT c
si
‖
2
. (11)
By using (11) in lemma 2, we get
‖xTˆ c
l
‖ ≤ 1 + δ3T
1− δ3T ‖xUˇl
c‖+ 2√
1− δ3T
‖e‖
≤ 1 + δ3T
2(1− δ3T )‖xT´l
c‖+ 1 + δ3T
2(1− δ3T )‖xT
c
si
‖+ 2√
1− δ3T
‖e‖.
(12)
We now apply lemma 3 to (12)
‖xTˆ c
l
‖ ≤ 1 + δ3T
2(1− δ3T )
Å
1 + δ3T
1− δ3T ‖xU˜ cl ‖+
2√
1− δ3T
‖e‖
ã
+
1 + δ3T
2(1− δ3T )‖xT
c
si
‖+ 2√
1− δ3T
‖e‖
(a)
≤ (1+δ3T )
2
2(1−δ3T )2‖xU˜ cl ‖+
1+δ3T
2(1−δ3T )‖xT
c
si
‖+ 3−δ3T
(1−δ3T )2‖e‖.
(13)
Here, we have in (a) used that 1−δ3T ≤
√
1− δ3T . To finalize
the bound we apply lemma 4 to (13)
‖xTˆ c
l
‖ ≤ (1 + δ3T )
2
2(1− δ3T )2
Ç
2δ3T
(1 − δ3T )2 ‖xTˆ cl−1‖+
2
√
1 + δ3T
1− δ3T ‖e‖
å
+
1 + δ3T
2(1− δ3T )‖xT
c
si
‖+ 3− δ3T
(1 − δ3T )2 ‖e‖
(a)
≤ δ3T (1+δ3T)
2
2(1−δ3T)4 ‖xTˆ cl−1‖+
1+δ3T
2(1−δ3T)‖xT
c
si
‖+ 4(1+δ
2
3T)
(1−δ3T)3‖e‖.
In (a) we have used for the noise-term that
(1+δ3T )
2
2(1−δ3T )2
2
√
1+δ3T
1−δ3T +
3−δ3T
(1−δ3T )2 ≤
(1+δ3T )
3
(1−δ3T )3 +
3−δ3T
(1−δ3T )2 =
4−δ3T+4δ23T+δ33T
(1−δ3T )3 ≤
4(1+δ2
3T )
(1−δ3T )3 . This concludes the proof.
By using a fixed iteration counter, we use the recurrence
inequality in proposition 3 to provide the following recon-
struction performance bound.
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Proposition 4 (Performance bound of SIPP): If aSIPP < 1,
then after l∗ → ∞ iterations, the performance of the SIPP
algorithm is bounded by
‖xTˆ cSIPP‖ ≤
bSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖xT
c
si
‖+ cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖e‖, (14)
or
‖x− xˆSIPP‖ ≤ bSIPP
(1− δ3T )(1 − aSIPP)‖xT
c
si
‖
+
Å
cSIPP
(1 − δ3T )(1− aSIPP) +
1√
1− δ3T
ã
‖e‖.
(15)
where aSIPP , bSIPP and cSIPP are defined in proposition 3,
xˆSIPP and TˆSIPP are outputs of algorithm 1. For a finite
l∗ =
†
log
Ä ‖e‖
‖x‖
ä
/ log (aSIPP)
£
iterations (with the constraint
‖e‖
‖x‖ < aSIPP < 1 such that l
∗ is a positive integer), the
performance of the SIPP algorithm is bounded by
‖xTˆ cSIPP‖ ≤
bSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖xT
c
si
‖+ 1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖e‖, (16)
or
‖x− xˆSIPP‖ ≤ bSIPP
(1− δ3T )(1 − aSIPP)‖xT
c
si
‖
+
Å
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
(1 − δ3T )(1− aSIPP) +
1√
1− δ3T
ã
‖e‖.
(17)
Proof: We iteratively apply proposition 3 two times:
‖xTˆ c
l
‖ ≤ aSIPP‖xTˆ c
l−1
‖+ bSIPP‖xT c
si
‖+ cSIPP‖e‖
≤ aSIPP
(
aSIPP‖xTˆ c
l−2
‖+ bSIPP‖xT c
si
‖+ cSIPP‖e‖
)
+ bSIPP‖xT c
si
‖+ cSIPP‖e‖
= a2SIPP‖xTˆ c
l−2
‖+bSIPP
2−1∑
i=0
aiSIPP‖xT csi ‖+cSIPP
2−1∑
i=0
aiSIPP‖e‖.
To find a bound on the final performance of SIPP after l∗
iterations, we can write
‖xTˆ cSIPP‖ ≤a
l∗
SIPP‖xTˆ c
l−l∗
‖+bSIPP
l∗−1∑
i=0
aiSIPP‖xT csi ‖+cSIPP
l∗−1∑
i=0
aiSIPP‖e‖
(a)
≤ al∗SIPP‖x‖+
bSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖xT
c
si
‖+ cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖e‖.
In (a) we have used that aSIPP < 1,
∑l∗−1
i=0 a
i
SIPP ≤∑∞
i=0 a
i
SIPP =
1
1−aSIPP , and the fact that ‖xTˆ cl−l∗‖ ≤ ‖x‖.
Increase in l∗ results in exponential decay in al∗SIPP . Letting
l∗ → ∞, the term al∗SIPP‖x‖ nulls and we get (14). We skip
the proof of (15) due to similarity of the proof of (17) shown
later.
Now, for a finite l∗ =
†
log
Ä ‖e‖
‖x‖
ä
/ log (aSIPP)
£
, we can write
‖xTˆ cSIPP‖≤a
l∗
SIPP‖x‖+
bSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖xT
c
si
‖+ cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖e‖
=a
⌈
log
(
‖e‖
‖x‖
)
/ log(aSIPP)
⌉
SIPP ‖x‖+ bSIPP1−aSIPP ‖xT
c
si
‖+ cSIPP
1−aSIPP ‖e‖
≤ ‖e‖‖x‖‖x‖+
bSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖xT
c
si
‖+ cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖e‖
=
bSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖xT
c
si
‖+ 1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖e‖.
Note that as aSIPP < 1, we must need the condition ‖e‖‖x‖ <
aSIPP < 1 such that l∗ =
†
log
Ä ‖e‖
‖x‖
ä
/ log (aSIPP)
£
is a positive
integer. The SIPP algorithm uses least squares solution to find
xˆSIPP . Therefore, to get (17) we apply lemma 1 to (16).
‖x− xˆSIPP‖ ≤ 1
1− δ3T ‖xTˆ cSIPP‖+
1√
1− δ3T
‖e‖
≤ 1
1−δ3T
Å
bSIPP
1−aSIPP ‖xT
c
si
‖+ 1−aSIPP+cSIPP
1−aSIPP ‖e‖
ã
+
1√
1− δ3T
‖e‖
=
bSIPP
(1 − δ3T )(1− aSIPP)‖xT
c
si
‖
+
Å
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
(1− δ3T )(1− aSIPP) +
1√
1− δ3T
ã
‖e‖.
Here we mention that henceforth we will not mention ex-
plicit requirements for a finite number of iterations (such as
l∗ =
†
log
Ä ‖e‖
‖x‖
ä
/ log (aSIPP)
£
) to be a positive integer; neces-
sary requirements can be deciphered from relevant contexts.
Using (15) we can note that SIPP provides exact reconstruction
xˆSIPP = x if aSIPP < 1, xT c
si
= 0 (that means Tsi is the true
support-set) and e = 0.
Corollary 2: The SIPP algorithm converges to a solution
independent of the realization of xTˆ if and only if
δ3T < r,
where r = 0.231... is a solution to r(1+r)
2
(1−r)4 = 1, where 0 <
r < 1.
Proof: For the SIPP algorithm to converge, it is required
that aSIPP < 1. We also know that 0 < δ3T < 1. We thus solve:
r(1 + r)2
(1− r)4 = 1 (22a)
⇔ r(1 + r)2 = (1− r)4
⇔ r + 2r2 + r3 = 1− 4r + 6r2 − 4r3 + r4
⇔ 0 = 1− 5r + 4r2 − 5r3 + r4.
This gives solutions,
r1 = 4.33..., r2 = 0.219...+ i0.976...,
r3 = 0.231..., r4 = 0.219...− i0.976...,
where the only solution r , r3 = 0.231... lies in the interval
0 < δ3T < 1. For aSIPP < 1, feasible δ3T < r.
Example 1: In this example , if we have δ3T = 0.17, we
get aSIPP < 0.50, bSIPP < 0.71, cSIPP < 7.20. Then according
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to proposition 4, after l∗ =
†
log
Ä ‖e‖
‖x‖
ä
/ log (0.5)
£
iterations
the performance of SIPP fulfills the following bounds
‖xTˆ cSIPP‖ < 1.42‖xT csi ‖+ 15.2‖e‖,
or
‖x− xˆSIPP‖ < 1.72‖xT c
si
‖+ 19.4‖e‖.
By this example we see that SIPP reaches its performance
bound when δ3T ≤ 0.17 whereas SP requires δ3T ≤ 0.139 [50]
for a similar result.
Example 2: If instead δ3T = 0.23, then after l∗ =†
log
Ä ‖e‖
‖x‖
ä
/ log (0.99)
£
iterations the performance of SIPP
fulfills the following bounds
‖xTˆ cSIPP‖ < 78.8‖xT csi ‖+ 912‖e‖,
or
‖x− xˆSIPP‖ < 95.4‖xT c
si
‖+ 1.19 · 103‖e‖.
Note that δ3T = 0.23 is close to r = 0.231..., and a theoretical
convergence is not guaranteed for δ3T ≥ r = 0.231....
B. Analysis of fusion
Fusion has two parts: consensus and expansion. The
strategy of consensus is based on a voting principle, which
in general is non-trivial to analyze due to the counting of
non-negative integers followed by decision. The consensus
endeavors to estimate the joint support part for sensor node p
as Jˆp. Following algorithm 2, we note that
Jˆp =
¶
i : i ∈
Ä
(Tˆp ∩ Tˆq) ∪ (Tˆq ∩ Tˆr)
ä
, ∀q, r ∈ Lin
p
, q 6= r
©
Any index i ∈ Tp is referred to as a correct index for node
p. At this point, we use a notion of probability for ease of
understanding and arguments, and not in a rigorous sense.
Let us denote the probability of an index from the output
of the SIPP algorithm i ∈ Tˆp to be correct by the notation
P
(
i ∈ Tp|i ∈ Tˆp
)
, and the probability of index i ∈ Jˆp to
be correct by the notation P
(
i ∈ Tp|i ∈ Jˆp
)
. Following the
voting strategy in consensus of algorithm 2, we introduce
the following assumption.
Assumption 2: Jˆp is at-least as reliable as Tˆp in a proba-
bilistic sense. That is
P
(
i ∈ Tp|i ∈ Jˆp
) ≥ P(i ∈ Tp|i ∈ Tˆp).

A rigorous proof on the validity of assumption 2 is recently
addressed by us in [51] (see propositions 4 and 5, and remark
1 of [51]). The assumption 2 motivates the inclusion of Jˆp in
Tp,si which is the output of expansion in algorithm 2. Note
that expansion provides an estimate of Tp as Tp,si = Iˆp∪Jˆp.
To maintain the cardinality of |Tp,si| = T , the expansion
algorithm discards Tˆp \ Iˆp. That means, in our design of
algorithm 2 we have more trust in the signal coefficients
associated with Jˆp than the signal coefficients associated with
Tˆp \ Iˆp. Therefore, in pursuit of further analytical progress we
introduce the following assumption.
Assumption 3: Signal coefficients associated with Jˆp con-
tains at-least as much energy than the signal coefficients
associated with the discarded Tˆp \ Iˆp. That is
‖(xp)Jˆp‖2 ≥ ‖(xp)Tˆp\Iˆp‖2.

In practice we verified by a simulation experiment that as-
sumption 3 holds for most of realizations xp, but not for
all realizations (the simulation experiment is not reported in
the paper). Compliance of assumption 3 for a realization is a
sufficient condition in our worst case analysis approach.
Using assumption 3, we will in proposition 5 characterize
the performance bound of the expansion algorithm. First,
we introduce the following lemma.
Lemma 5:
‖(xp)T c
p,si
‖2 = ‖(xp)Tˆ c
p
‖2 + ‖(xp)Tˆp\Iˆp‖2 − ‖(xp)Jˆp‖2
Proof: In the proof, we drop notation p. We have that Iˆ ⊆ Tˆ
and Iˆ ⊆ Tsi by construction and definition, respectively. For
the initial support-set we have that:
‖xT c
si
‖2 = ‖x(Iˆ∪Jˆ )c‖2
(a)
= ‖xIˆc∩Jˆ c‖2
= ‖xIˆc\Jˆ ‖2
(b)
= ‖xIˆc‖2 − ‖xJˆ ‖2. (24)
In (a) we have used De Morgan’s law and in (b) we have
used that Jˆ ⊂ Iˆc. By the same trick we also have that
‖xTˆ c‖2 = ‖xIˆc‖2 − ‖xTˆ \Iˆ‖2 (25)
Putting (25) into (24), we get
‖xT c
si
‖2 = ‖xIˆc‖2 − ‖xJˆ ‖2
= ‖xTˆ c‖2 + ‖xTˆ \Iˆ‖2 − ‖xJˆ ‖2.

Proposition 5 (Performance bound for expansion):
‖(xp)T c
p,si
‖ ≤ aco‖(xp)Tˆ c
p
‖,
where
aco ≤ 1.
Proof: In the proof, we drop notation p.
‖xT c
si
‖ (a)=
»
‖xTˆ c‖2 + ‖xTˆ \Iˆ‖2 − ‖xJˆ ‖2
(b)
≤
»
‖xTˆ c‖2 = ‖xTˆ c‖ (26)
In (a), we applied lemma 5 and in (b), we used assumption 3.
Based on this argument, we introduce the constant aco ≤ 1
such that
‖xT c
si
‖ ≤ aco‖xTˆ c‖ ≤ ‖xTˆ c‖. (27)
When the quality of information exchange over network is
good, meaning that the inequality in (26) is large, then aco is
small and vice versa.
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Remark 1: The parameter aco ≤ 1 characterizes the quality
of fusion (combined effect of consensus and expansion),
that means the quality of information exchange. Quality of
information exchange directly depends on network connec-
tivity. A low value of aco corresponds to a good quality of
information exchange.
C. Distributed Parallel Pursuit
Now we will characterize a performance bound for DIPP. In
order to do so, we first derive the recurrence inequality of DIPP
by using the performance bounds of SIPP and consensus
algorithms.
Proposition 6 (Recurrence inequality of DIPP): When
aSIPP < 1, the recurrence inequality of DIPP is
‖xTˆ c
p,k
‖ < acobSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖xTˆ cp,k−1‖+
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖ep‖.
Here aSIPP , bSIPP , cSIPP are parameters associated with the
underlying SIPP algorithm and the parameters are defined in
Proposition 3. The parameter aco is defined in Proposition 5.
Note that
aco < 1,
and aSIPP , bSIPP , cSIPP are functions of δ3T as
aSIPP ,
δ3T (1 + δ3T )
2
(1− δ3T )4 > 0,
bSIPP ,
1 + δ3T
2(1− δ3T ) > 0,
cSIPP ,
4(1 + δ3T )
(1 − δ3T )3 > 0.
Proof: Proof in appendix D.
Using the recurrence inequality, we can now derive the
performance bound of DIPP.
Proposition 7 (Performance bound of DIPP):
If aSIPP < 1 and aco bSIPP1−aSIPP < 1, then after
k∗ =
†
log
Ä ‖ep‖
‖xp‖
ä
/ log
Ä
aco
bSIPP
1−aSIPP
ä£
iterations (with
the constraint that ‖ep‖‖xp‖ < aco
bSIPP
1−aSIPP < 1 such that k
∗ is a
positive integer), the performance of the DIPP algorithm is
bounded by:
‖(xp)Tˆ c
p,DIPP
‖ ≤
Å
1 +
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP − acobSIPP
ã
‖ep‖ (28)
or
‖xp − xˆp,DIPP‖ ≤
Å
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
(1 − δ3T )(1 − aSIPP − acobSIPP)
+
2
1− δ3T
ã
‖ep‖ (29)
where the constants are defined in Proposition 6. Note that
aSIPP , bSIPP , cSIPP are function of δ3T , and hence the upper
bounds are functions of δ3T , aco and ep.
Proof: Proof in appendix D.
Example 3: Using δ3T = 0.17 as in Example 1 and
aco = 0.27 gives that aSIPP < 0.5 and aco bSIPP1−aSIPP < 0.5. This
translates into the following bounds
‖(xp)Tˆ c
p,DIPP
‖ < 28.3‖ep‖,
or,
‖xp − xˆp,DIPP‖ < 36.5‖ep‖.
Example 4: Using δ3T = 0.23 as in Example 2 and aco =
1.61 · 10−4 gives that aSIPP < 0.99 and aco bSIPP1−aSIPP < 1. This
translates into the following bounds
‖(xp)Tˆ c
p,DIPP
‖ < 1.08 · 103‖ep‖,
or,
‖xp − xˆp,DIPP‖ < 1.41 · 103‖ep‖.
In the DIPP algorithm, there are two parameters that impact
the performance: the classical RIC δ3T of measurement matrix,
and the (new) aco that characterizes performance of quality of
fusion (quality of information exchange by consensus and
expansion). If both parameters are good (that means small
δ3T and aco), then the DIPP algorithm will perform good.
One main advantage of the DIPP algorithm compared to a
standard (disconnected) algorithm is that we can allow δ3T
to be higher than in a single-node case while still providing a
performance bound independent of signal realization, provided
that aco is smaller. Note that a high δ3T results in a poor mea-
surement quality, but its debilitating effect on reconstruction
performance is compensated by a good quality of information
exchange.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have provided analytical performance bounds for DIPP
and the underlying sub-algorithms. These bounds put worst
case restrictions on the system in terms of RIC (δ3T ) and
quality of information exchange (aco). In practice, it turns out
that reconstruction algorithms for CS usually perform well at
significantly less restrictive set-ups. We already mentioned that
quality of information exchange improves with increase in net-
work connectivity. Therefore our hypothesis is: performance
of DIPP improves with increase in network connectivity. In
this section we mainly verify the hypothesis.
A. Performance Measures and Experimental Setups
We use two performance measures. The first performance
measure is called signal-to-reconstruction-error ratio (SRER),
defined as
SRER =
E{‖x‖22}
E{‖x− xˆ‖22}
,
where E is the expectation taken over all nodes and all
realizations. Our objective is to achieve a higher SRER. Note
that the SRER is the inverse of normalized mean square error.
We also define a measure which provides a direct evaluation
of the support-set recovery performance. This is a distortion
measure d(T , Tˆ ) = 1 −
Ä
|T ∩ Tˆ |/|T |
ä
[52], which we
recently used in [11]. Here, Tp is the local support-set, that is
Tp = J ∪ Ip. Considering a large number of realizations, we
can compute the average of d(Tp, Tˆp). Based on this distortion,
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction of binary sparse signals at SMNR = 20 dB, by varying network connectivity and fraction of measurements α.
we define the average support-set cardinality error (ASCE) as
follows
ASCE = E
¶
d(T , Tˆ )
©
= 1− E
®
|T ∩ Tˆ |
|T |
´
.
Note that the ASCE has the range [0, 1] and our objective
is to achieve a lower ASCE. Along-with SRER, the ASCE is
used as the second performance evaluation measure because
the principle of greedy algorithms is to estimate the underly-
ing support-set. We perform average based empirical testing,
where SRER and ASCE are computed for large sets of data. To
measure the level of under-sampling, we define the fraction of
measurements
α =
M
N
.
For a given network topology Ci, i ∈ [0, |L| − 1] (see
section II-C), the steps of testing strategy are listed as follows:
1) Given the parameters N , T choose an α (such that M is
an integer).
2) Randomly generate a set of M × N sensing matrices
{Ap}|L|p=1 where the components are drawn independently
from an i.i.d. Gaussian source (i.e. ak,l ∼ N
(
0, 1M
)) and
then scale the columns of Ap to unit-norm.
3) Randomly generate a set of signal vectors {xp}|L|l=p fol-
lowing Section II-B. The common and private support-
sets are chosen uniformly over the set {1, 2, . . . , N}. The
non-zero components of xp are independently drawn by
either of the following two methods.
a) The non-zero components are drawn independently
from a standard Gaussian source. This type of signal
is referred to as Gaussian sparse signal.
b) The non-zero components are set to ones. This type of
signal is referred to as binary sparse signal.
Note that the Gaussian sparse signal is compressible in
nature, meaning that, in the descending order, the sorted
amplitudes of a Gaussian sparse signal vector’s compo-
nents decay fast with respect to the sorted indices. This
decaying trend corroborates with several natural signals
(for example, wavelet coefficients of an image). On the
other hand, a binary sparse signal is not compressible in
nature, but of special interest for comparative study, since
it represents a particularly challenging case for greedy
reconstruction strategies [9], [15].
4) Compute the measurements yp = Apxp + ep, ∀p ∈ L.
Here ep ∼ N (0, σ2eIM ).
5) Apply the CS algorithms on the data {yp}|L|p=1 indepen-
dently.
In the above simulation procedure, for each node p ∈ L,
102 realizations of sensing matrices were used, and, for each
sensing node, 102 realizations of data vectors were used.
We used 10 nodes in the network. Thus, the performance is
averaged over 10 · 100 · 100 = 105 data.
Considering the measurement noise ep ∼ N
(
0, σ2eIM
)
, we
define the signal-to-measurement-noise-ratio (SMNR) as
SMNR =
E{‖xp‖22}
E{‖ep‖22}
,
where E{‖ep‖22} = σ2eM . For noisy measurement case, we
report the experimental results at SMNR 20 dB.
In the convergence and performance results we have used
the signal dimensionality N = 1000, J = 15 and Ip = 5, giv-
ing T = 20. Such a 2% sparsity level is chosen in accordance
with real life scenarios, for example most of the energy of
an image signal in the wavelet domain is concentrated within
2− 4% coefficients [53].
B. Performance Results
We now provide the average performance results using the
performance measures SRER and ASCE described earlier. We
use a non-decreasing norm stopping criterion in algorithms.
We report the results in five parts. We used the structured
network model of section II-C for the first four parts and
the Watts-Strogatz [49] network model for the fifth part.
The structured network used 10 nodes and the Watts-Strogatz
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction of Gaussian sparse signals at SMNR = 20 dB, by varying network connectivity and fraction of measurements α.
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Fig. 5. Reconstruction of Gaussian sparse signals at clean condition, by varying network connectivity and fraction of measurements α.
network used 100 nodes. The performance of SP is included in
all experiments as a benchmark characterizing a single-sensor
(disconnected) scenario.
1) Binary signals with additive noise: In Fig. 3 we provide
performance results for DIPP using binary sparse signals with
SMNR = 20 dB. We note that the performance of the system
improves significantly as the connectivity in the network
improves (remember that aco is the network parameter).
Similarly, we see improvement in the system with growing α
because a growing α improves the RIC δT parameter. Observe
that ASCE tends to zero as α increases which means that there
will in average be no support-set errors after some point.
2) Gaussian signals with additive noise: In Fig. 4 we
present the results for Gaussian sparse signals under SMNR =
20 dB. Here also we notice significant performance improve-
ment. For example, in Fig. 4b, at α = 0.16, DIPP in a network
of 4 neighbors provides almost 13 dB performance gain over
SP. As we expect, the ASCE never reaches 0 since in a local
node, strong noise may be mistaken for signal components.
3) Gaussian signals in clean condition: Fig. 5 shows
performance for Gaussian sparse signals in clean environment
(no measurement noise). Here, we are expected to achieve
perfect signal recovery for better system conditions, such as a
higher α and/or a higher network connectivity. Therefore, the
SRER may theoretically reach ∞ which in our case will be at
the level of machine precision. In such case, the ASCE may
provide a better reference curve since it tends to zero rather
than ∞. We found that such perfect reconstruction quality can
be achieved by increasing network connectivity at a fixed α.
4) Gaussian signals with varying noise: In Fig. 6, we show
results for SRER vs SMNR for various network connectivities
with Gaussian sparse signals. In these results, we have chosen
α = 0.18. Although we notice that better network connectivity
consistently provide better results in the higher SMNR region,
it is interesting to notice that this is not the case at lower SMNR
values. In Fig. 6a, we see that a better network connectivity
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provides better ASCE results for all SMNR values. However,
in Fig. 6b, we see that at the low SMNR region, SP performs
almost the same and sometimes better than DIPP. The likely
reason for this interesting result is that estimation of side
information may be quite poor in very low SMNR and hence
the manadatory inclusion of side information in DIPP may
become counter-productive.
5) Large random network: In Fig. 7, we have simulated
the performance for a large random network according to
the Watts-Strogatz [49] network model with Gaussian sparse
signals at SMNR = 20 dB. In this case we have used a total of
100 nodes, where each node is connected using bidirectional
communication links with three other nodes (q = 3) according
to a circular bi-directional connection strategy. These connec-
tions are then with probability p = 0.3 rewired to a uniformly
chosen random node. We see in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b that DIPP
provides significantly better performance than SP.
Reproducible results: In the spirit of reproducible results,
we provide a package with all necessary MATLAB codes in
the following website: http://www.ee.kth.se/ctsoftware. In this
package consult the README.TXT file to obtain instructions
on how to reproduce the figures presented in this paper.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We show the viability of designing greedy pursuit al-
gorithms for distributed compressed sensing with provable
theoretical guarantees based on appropriate assumptions about
signal models, sensors and connection networks, as well as
providing good practical performance tested via simulations.
Through controlled simulations, we show that the developed
algorithm follows a natural hypothesis that improvement in
network connection leads to improvement in performance. An
important conclusion is that a simple voting strategy is efficient
to estimate correlation information.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
This lemma is also used in slightly varying forms in other
papers, for example in [45], [15].
We begin by proving (6)
‖x− xˆ‖ ≤ ‖xTˆ −A†Tˆ y‖+ ‖xTˆ c‖
= ‖xTˆ −A†Tˆ (AT xT + e)‖+ ‖xTˆ c‖
≤ ‖xTˆ −A†TˆAT xT ‖+ ‖A
†
Tˆ e‖+ ‖xTˆ c‖
(a)
= ‖xTˆ −A†TˆAT ∩Tˆ xT ∩Tˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
−A†TˆATˆ cxTˆ c‖
+ ‖A†Tˆ e‖+ ‖xTˆ c‖
= ‖A†TˆATˆ cxTˆ c‖+ ‖A
†
Tˆ e‖+ ‖xTˆ c‖
(b)
≤
Å
1 +
δ2T
1− δT
ã
‖xTˆ c‖+
1√
1− δT
‖e‖
(c)
≤ 1
1− δ3T ‖xTˆ c‖+
1√
1− δ3T
‖e‖.
In the above, we have in (a) used that AT xT =
AT ∩Tˆ xT ∩Tˆ + ATˆ cxTˆ c . In (b) we have used proposi-
tion 1 and 2, and corollary 1. Lastly, in (c) we have used
δs ≤ δ2T ≤ δ3T . Now, proving (7) is straight forward
‖x− xˆ‖2 = ‖xTˆ −A†Tˆ y‖
2 + ‖xTˆ c‖2 ≥ ‖xTˆ c‖2
Taking square-root on both sides gives
‖x− xˆ‖ ≥ ‖xTˆ c‖.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
We will prove
‖xTˆ c
l
‖ ≤ 1 + δ3T
1− δ3T ‖xUˇ cl ‖+
2√
1− δ3T
‖e‖.
Our proof bears similarity with the proof of Theorem 1 in
[45], appendix I in [15] and also appendix C in [54]. Here,
we would like to point out that by following ideas from [54],
a slightly tighter bound can be formed. However, we abandon
those ideas in favor of clarity in the derivations. In this proof
we drop the sub-index ‘l’ for less notational clutter. We start
with defining
T∆ = Uˇ \ Tˆ .
Observe that Tˆ ⊂ Uˇ . Then, by using Tˆ c = Uˇc ∪ T∆ we get
‖xTˆ c‖ ≤ ‖xUˇ c‖+ ‖xT∆‖. (30)
Let us consider the following relation,
‖xˇT∆‖ = ‖xT∆ + (xˇUˇ − xUˇ )T∆‖
≥ ‖xT∆‖ − ‖(xˇUˇ − xUˇ )T∆‖,
which by rearranging the terms
‖xT∆‖ ≤ ‖xˇT∆‖+ ‖(xˇUˇ − xUˇ )T∆‖
≤ ‖xˇT∆‖+ ‖xˇUˇ − xUˇ‖. (31)
Furthermore, we have that
‖xˇT∆‖2 = ‖xˇT∆‖2 + ‖xˇTˆ ‖2 − ‖xˇTˆ ‖2
= ‖xˇ‖2 − ‖xˇTˆ ‖2
= ‖xˇUˇ\T ‖2 + ‖xˇT ‖2 − ‖xˇTˆ ‖2
(a)
≤ ‖xˇUˇ\T ‖2,
where we in (a) have used that ‖xˇT ‖2 − ‖xˇTˆ ‖2 ≤
0, by definition. Taking square-root on both sides gives
‖xˇT∆‖ ≤ ‖xˇUˇ\T ‖
= ‖xˇUˇ\T − xUˇ\T ‖
= ‖(xˇUˇ − xUˇ )Uˇ\T ‖
≤ ‖xˇUˇ − xUˇ‖. (32)
Combining (32) with (31) gives
‖xT∆‖ ≤ 2‖xˇUˇ − xUˇ‖. (33)
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Fig. 6. Reconstruction of Gaussian sparse signal at α = 0.18, by varying signal-to-measurement-noise-ratio (SMNR) and network connectivity.
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Fig. 7. Reconstruction of Gaussian sparse signal at SMNR = 20 dB using the Watts-Strogatz network model [49] with 100 nodes.
Studying RHS of (33)
‖xUˇ − xˇUˇ‖ = ‖xUˇ −A†Uˇ (Ax+ e)‖
= ‖xUˇ −A†Uˇ (AUˇxUˇ +AUˇ cxUˇ c + e)‖
= ‖A†UˇAUˇ cxUˇ c +A
†
Uˇe‖
≤ ‖A†UˇAUˇ cxUˇ c‖+ ‖A
†
Uˇe‖
= ‖(A∗ˇUAUˇ )−1A∗ˇUAUˇ cxUˇ c‖+ ‖A†Uˇe‖
(a)
≤ δ3T
1− δ2T ‖xUˇ c‖+
1√
1− δ2T
‖e‖, (34)
where we in (a) have used (3d) and (3b) of proposition 1, and
corollary 1. Now, by combining (34), (33) and (30) we get
‖xTˆ c‖ ≤
Å
1 +
2δ3T
1− δ2T
ã
‖xUˇ c‖+
2√
1− δ2T
‖e‖
(a)
≤ 1 + δ3T
1− δ3T ‖xUˇ c‖+
2√
1− δ3T
‖e‖,
where we in (a) have used that δ2T ≤ δ3T . 
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
We will show that
‖xU˜ c
l
‖ ≤ 2δ3T
(1− δ3T )2 ‖xTˆ cl−1‖+
2
√
1 + δ3T
1− δ3T ‖e‖.
Our proof borrows ideas from proof in appendix H of [15]
and the proof in appendix B of [54]. We start with
rl−1 = res(y,ATˆl−1 )
(a)
= res(ATˆ c
l−1
xTˆ c
l−1
,ATˆl−1)
+ res(ATˆl−1xTˆl−1 ,ATˆl−1) + res(e,ATˆl−1)
(b)
= res(ATˆ c
l−1
xTˆ c
l−1
,ATˆl−1) + res(e,ATˆl−1). (35)
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Here, we have in (a) used that Ω = Tˆ ∪ Tˆ c and
that the residual operator is linear. In (b) we have
used that res(ATˆl−1xTˆl−1 ,ATˆl−1) = ATˆl−1xTˆl−1 −
ATˆl−1A
†
Tˆl−1ATˆl−1xTˆl−1 = 0. We now study the first term
of RHS in (35)
res(ATˆ c
l−1
xTˆ c
l−1
,ATˆl−1)
= ATˆ c
l−1
xTˆ c
l−1
−ATˆl−1A
†
Tˆl−1ATˆ cl−1xTˆ cl−1
=
[
ATˆ c
l−1
ATˆl−1
] [ xTˆ c
l−1
−A†Tˆl−1ATˆ cl−1xTˆ cl−1
]
= Aql−1. (36)
Observe that ql−1 is at most 2T -sparse with support-set T ∪
Tˆl−1. Thus, we can write that
rl−1 = Aql−1 + res(e,ATˆl−1). (37)
Now, by the definition of T`l, we have that
‖A∗T`lrl−1‖ ≥ ‖A
∗
T rl−1‖ ≥ ‖A∗T \Tˆl−1rl−1‖
(a)
≥ ‖A∗T \Tˆl−1Aql−1‖ − ‖A
∗
T \Tˆl−1res(e,ATˆl−1)‖
(b)
≥ ‖A∗T \Tˆl−1Aql−1‖ −
√
1 + δT ‖e‖. (38)
We have in (a) used (37) and the reversed triangle inequality,
while we in (b) have used (3a) in proposition 1 and that
‖res(e,ATˆl−1)‖ ≤ ‖e‖. Similarly we can provide the fol-
lowing upper-bound
‖A∗T`lrl−1‖
(a)
≤ ‖A∗T`lAql−1‖+ ‖A
∗
T`lres(e,ATˆl−1)‖
(b)
≤ ‖A∗T`lAql−1‖+
√
1 + δT ‖e‖. (39)
We have in (a) used (37) and the triangle inequality,
while we in (b) have used (3a) in proposition 1 and that
‖res(e,ATˆl−1)‖ ≤ ‖e‖.
Combining (38) and (39) gives
‖A∗T`lAql−1‖+ 2
√
1 + δT ‖e‖ ≥ ‖A∗T \Tˆl−1Aql−1‖.
We remove the common columns in AT`l and AT \Tˆl−1 on both
sides (observe that Tˆl−1 6⊆ T`l)
‖A∗T`l\TAql−1‖+ 2
√
1 + δT ‖e‖ ≥ ‖A∗(T \Tˆl−1)\T`lAql−1‖
(a)
= ‖A∗T \U˜lAql−1‖, (40)
where (a) follows from that (T \Tˆl−1)\T`l = T \(Tˆl−1∪T`l) =
T \U˜l. We now upper-bound the first term of the LHS of (40).
‖A∗T`l\TAql−1‖
(a)
= ‖A∗T`l\TAT ∪Tˆl−1(ql−1)T ∪Tˆl−1‖
≤ ‖A∗T`l\TAT ∪Tˆl−1‖‖(ql−1)T ∪Tˆl−1‖
(b)
≤ δ3T ‖ql−1‖. (41)
In (a), we used that ql−1 has support only over T ∪ Tˆl−1
from (36), and in (b) we used proposition 2. Furthermore, we
lower-bound the RHS of (40)
‖A∗T \U˜lAql−1‖
(a)
= ‖A∗T \U˜lAT ∪Tˆl−1(ql−1)T ∪Tˆl−1‖
= ‖A∗T \U˜lA(T ∪Tˆl−1)\U˜l(ql−1)(T ∪Tˆl−1)\U˜l
+A∗T \U˜lA(T ∪Tˆl−1)∩U˜l(ql−1)(T ∪Tˆl−1)∩U˜l)‖
(b)
≥ ‖A∗T \U˜lAT \U˜l(ql−1)T \U˜l‖
− ‖A∗T \U˜lA(T ∪Tˆl−1)∩U˜l(ql−1)(T ∪Tˆl−1)∩U˜l)‖
(c)
≥ (1− δT )‖(ql−1)T \U˜l‖
− ‖A∗T \U˜lA(T ∪Tˆl−1)∩U˜l‖‖(ql−1)(T ∪Tˆl−1)∩U˜l)‖
(d)
≥ (1− δ3T )‖(ql−1)T \U˜l‖ − δ3T ‖(ql−1)(T ∪Tˆl−1)∩U˜l)‖
≥ (1− δ3T )‖(ql−1)T \U˜l‖ − δ3T ‖ql−1‖. (42)
In (a), we used that ql−1 has support over T ∪ Tˆl−1. In
(b), we used the reversed triangle inequality. In (c), for the
first term (3c) of proposition 1 is used and the second term
follows from that the spectral norm is sub-multiplicative. In
(d) proposition 2 is applied (note that T \U˜l does not intersect
with (T ∪ Tˆl−1) ∩ U˜l) together with δT ≤ δ2T ≤ δ3T .
Now, by substituting (41) and (42) into (40), we get
2δ3T ‖ql−1‖+ 2
√
1 + δ3T ‖e‖ ≥ (1− δ3T )‖(ql−1)T \U˜l‖,
(43)
where we also applied that δT ≤ δ3T . We now observe that
‖ql−1‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥
[
xTˆ c
l−1
−A†Tˆl−1ATˆ cl−1xTˆ cl−1
]∥∥∥∥∥
≤ ‖xTˆ c
l−1
‖+ ‖A†Tˆl−1ATˆ cl−1xTˆ cl−1‖
= ‖xTˆ c
l−1
‖+ ‖(A∗Tˆl−1ATˆl−1)
−1A∗Tˆl−1ATˆ cl−1xTˆ cl−1‖
(a)
≤ ‖xTˆ c
l−1
‖+ δ2T
1− δT ‖xTˆ cl−1‖
(b)
≤
Å
1 +
δ3T
1− δ3T
ã
‖xTˆ c
l−1
‖ = 1
1− δ3T ‖xTˆ cl−1‖.
(44)
In (a) we have used (3d) of proposition 1 and corollary 1. In
(b) we have used that δT ≤ δ2T ≤ δ3T . Furthermore, we have
‖(ql−1)T \U˜l‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥∥
[
xTˆ c
l−1
−A†Tˆl−1ATˆ cl−1xTˆ cl−1
]
T \U˜l
∥∥∥∥∥∥
(a)
= ‖(xTˆ c
l−1
)T \U˜l‖
= ‖xU˜ c
l
‖, (45)
where we in (a) have used that T \ U˜l ⊆ T \ Tˆl−1 ⊂ Tˆ cl−1.
By substituting (44) and (45) into (43), we get
2δ3T
1− δ3T ‖xTˆ cl−1‖+ 2
√
1 + δ3T ‖e‖ ≥ (1− δ3T )‖xU˜ c
l
‖,
which equivalently can be written as
‖xU˜ c
l
‖ ≤ 2δ3T
(1− δ3T )2 ‖xTˆ cl−1‖+
2
√
1 + δ3T
1− δ3T ‖e‖.
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APPENDIX D
PROOFS FOR DIPP
Proof of Proposition 6: To find the recurrence inequality
for DIPP, we use the performance bound for SIPP and the
expansion jointly, presented in proposition 4 and proposi-
tion 5. These two propositions have no outer loop iteration
parameter k. Thus, we introduce proposition 4 with the outer
loop iteration counter:
‖(xp)Tˆ c
p,k
‖ ≤ bSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖(xp)T
c
p,si,k
‖+ 1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖ep‖.
(46)
Observe that this relation requires that aSIPP < 1. We also
introduce proposition 5 with iteration counter:
‖(xp)T c
p,si,k
‖ ≤ aco‖(xp)Tˆ c
p,k−1
‖. (47)
By combining (46) and (47), we get
‖(xp)Tˆ c
p,k
‖ < aco bSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖(xp)Tˆ cp,k−1‖+
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖ep‖,
where we have assumed that aSIPP < 1.
Proof of Proposition 7: We start with proving (28), by
iteratively applying Proposition 6
‖(xp)Tˆ c
p,k
‖
≤ acobSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖(xp)Tˆ cp,k−1‖+
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖ep‖
≤ acobSIPP
1− aSIPP
Å
acobSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖(xp)Tˆ cp,k−2‖
+
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖ep‖
ã
+
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP ‖ep‖
(a)
≤
Å
acobSIPP
1− aSIPP
ãk∗
‖(xp)Tp,k−k∗‖
+
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP
k∗−1∑
i=0
Å
acobSIPP
1− aSIPP
ãi
‖ep‖,
≤
Å
acobSIPP
1− aSIPP
ãk∗
‖xp‖
+
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP
k∗−1∑
i=0
Å
acobSIPP
1− aSIPP
ãi
‖ep‖. (48)
In (a), we recursively applied the recurrence inequality.
We now require that acobSIPP1−aSIPP < 1 such that the first term
decays exponentially with iterations k∗. Then we plug in
k∗ =
†
log
Ä ‖ep‖
‖xp‖
ä
/ log
Ä
aco
bSIPP
1−aSIPP
ä£
into (48) and use
geometric series to get that
‖(xp)Tˆ c
p,DIPP
‖ ≤ ‖ep‖+ 1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP
1
1− acobSIPP1−aSIPP
‖ep‖
=
Å
1 +
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP − acobSIPP
ã
‖ep‖
To prove (29), we apply lemma 1
‖xp − xˆp,DIPP‖
≤ 1
1− δ3T ‖(xp)Tˆ cp,DIPP‖+
1√
1− δ3T
‖ep‖
=
1
1− δ3T
Å
1 +
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
1− aSIPP − acobSIPP
ã
‖ep‖
+
1√
1− δ3T
‖ep‖
≤
Å
1− aSIPP + cSIPP
(1− δ3T )(1 − aSIPP − acobSIPP)
+
2
1− δ3T
ã
‖ep‖,
which concludes the proof.
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